How would you counter critics who argue that the book is scientific nonsense, for instance, attaching Earth to the Moon by giant cobwebs?
It is science as fantasy. My premise for Earth and the Moon being stationary is that there is a 'trojan' position in which three heavenly bodies -in this case the Sun, Earth and the Moon -get locked into a position from which they cannot escape. I do not claim that Earth and the Moon have been fixed in position by spider webs between them; that's a widely held misunderstanding. What inspired you to write? As a child I had to live within my mother's awful delusion. I was 50 years old before I found out that my sister, who my mother said had died at the age of five, had in fact never lived -she was stillborn. That's the sort of thing that provokes one to invent many paradoxical worlds. I have always enjoyed inventing planets that contrast with Earth.
As a young man, coming back from the East after the end of the Second World War, I sat up on the deck of the troopship watching the bow waves and read Homer's Odyssey. It brought me back to worlds of creativity. I particularly enjoy such stories of the Bronze Age just emerging into the Iron Age, as in my 2004 novel Jocasta.
What influences your writing now?
My day-to-day life is very happy. Each morning I get up and am almost immediately excited by some inspiring idea. I'm reading six books at once, which is absurd! There was one more I wanted to read -Our Final Century by Martin Rees -but it's so pessimistic I couldn't face it.
I am attracted to what is most remote. In 2015, the NASA probe New Horizons will send back data from Pluto. We'll discover so much about what it is really like. I hope I live to see or hear about it all, even from a hospital bed. The probe will then go on to the Oort Cloud near the edge of the Solar System. Imagine! 
